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Abstract. We demonstrLc:e <a sense in which the equivalence between blocks (subgraphs without 
articulation points) and bicclnnected components (subgraphs in which there are two edge-disjoint 
path; between any pair of .nodes) that holds in ordinary graph theory can he generalized to 
hypergraphs. The result i-as an interpretation for relational databases that the universal relations 
desk bed by acyclic jo! _ :ependencies are exactly those for which the connections among attributes 
are defined uniquely. H. 0 P!SO cxhibi; a relauonship between the process of Graham reduction 
(Graham, 1979) of hvpergraphs and ‘he process of tableau reduction (Aho, Sagiv and Ullman, 
1979) that holds UPI) for acyclic hypcrgraphs. 
1. Definitions 
A hypergraph H = (3; 8') is a finite set of nodes .N and a finite set % of edges, 
which are subsets of ..K We shall by default assume that a hypergraph is reduced, 
meaning that no edge is a subset of another edge, but nonreduced hypergraphs will 
be introduced explicitly at times. 
A set N of nodes is connected if for every 11 and m in N there is a sequence of 
edges&,..., Ek, k 2 1, such that n is in E,, m is in &, and, for 1 G i < k, Ei n Ei+l # p). 
A component of a hypergraph is a maximal connected set of nodes. We shall, for 
convenience, assume that all our hypergrphs are connected. 
An articulation set is the intersection of two edges, say X = E n F, such that the 
removal of set of nodes X from the hypergraph, and therefore, from all edges 
containing such nodes, increases the number of components of the hypergraph. 
If H = (3; %) is a hypergraph and N c N, then the node-generated set of edges 
generated by N is 9= { E n N 1 E E %'}, with any edge that is a proper subset of 
another removed from .?F. We may view a node-generated set of edges as a hypergraph 
pi we take its set of nodes to be the set N. The edges in a node-generated set are? 
in general, subsets of the edges of the original hypergraph. To emphasize that an 
edge is a subset of an original edge, we shall use the term partial edge to refer to 
any subset of an edge of a given hypergraph. 
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A hypergraph is acyclic if every node-generated set of edges is, either a single edge 
or has an articulation set; otherwise it is cyclic. This notion of acyclicity in hyper- 
graphs is from [6], and a number of properties of the class were explored in [4]. 
We should observe that our definition of ‘acylic’ is less restrictive than the standard 
one given in [3], or the definitions used in [7, IO] in connection with relational 
database schemes. Howe! X, we believe our use of the term is justified by its many 
natural properties, as indicated in [4, 61 as well as in the present paper. 
2. Graham reduction 
The Graham reduction of hypergraph H = (3, 8) is defined by applying the 
following two operations to H until they can be applied no more. 
( 1) ( Node removal) II‘ a node IZ appears in only one edge, delete II from -1’ and 
from that edge. Note the result may not be a reduced hypergraph, a problem that 
can always be remedied by the next operation. 
(2) ( Edge removal) Delete one edge E from Y if there is another edge F for 
which E c F. 
The process of Graham reduction is from [7]. In [4] it is shown that a hypergraph 
reduces to nothing by this process if and only if it is acyclic. In [9] also a similar 
algorithm is discussed and !l is clalmed that it identifies the ‘tree queries’ of [S], a 
class of (ordinary) graphs that are equivalent in a sense to acyclic hypergraphs [4]. 
For our purposes, we need a modification of Graham reduction, where there is 
a set X of sacred nodes that may not be deleted by node removal. Let GR( H, X) 
denote the result of applying rules (1) and (2) above to hypergraph H, with the node 
deletion rule modified to disallow the deletion of any node in A’. The application 
of rules proceeds until no more applications are possible. We shall write H- yG 
and H -!. G when hypergraph H becomes hypergraph G by one application of 
node or edge removal, respectively. H - G means that H becomes G after one 
application of either node or edge Lremoval, and H -* G means that H becomes 
G af’ter zero or more applications of these operations. 
Proof. Intuitively, if a rule is applicable to ;I node or edge, applying ;1 rule elsewhere 
does not make the tirst inapplicable, so reduction proceeds to do everything that is 
ever possible, independent of the order of reductions chosen. More precisely, we 
can use the theory of ‘tinite Church-Rosser systems’ [2] to constuct a formal proof. 
134 that paper, all1 we have to do is show thae all reduction sequences are finite 
(obvious, since each step remo\*es a node or edge), and that if H - l-f, and pi - H,, 
then there is a G such that H, -+* G and 1+” G. 
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We shall not go through the various cases, which are all easy, but shall give a 
sample. Let H- N ff, by removal of node n, and H-E Hz by deleting edge E c F. 
Then let G be H with node n and edge E deleted. Now n could not be in E, 
because if it were, it would be in F; and, thus, n could be removed from H. Thus 
HZ-* G, in fact, in this case, the sequence of zero or more applications of rules is 
exactly one application of node removal. Also, in H,, E must still be a subset of 
F, so HI+* G by one application of edge removal. 5 
Example 2.2. Fig. 1 shows an interesting example of an acyclic hypergraph H, 
Conventionally, we show edges by regions surrounding their member nodes. Suppose 
X = {A, D}. Then we can compute GR( H, X) as follows. First, we may remove 
nonsacred nodes F and B, because they appear in only one edge. We cannot, of 
course, delete D, even though it appears only once, because it IS sacred. Now, e&e 
{A, E, F} has become {A, E}, which is a subset of edge {A, C, E}, so we may delete 
the former by edge removal. Similarly, we may delete edge {A, B, C}, which has 
become {A, C}. The resulting hypergraph consists of edges {A, C, E} and {C, D, E}: 
it cannot be further reduced. 
Fig. I. An example of an acyclic hypergraph. 
3. Tableau reduction 
Another way in which hypergraphs can be transformed to simpler hypergraphs 
is by the process of tableau rdtrction [ 11. In our context, a tah/earr is a table whose 
columns correspond to the nodes of the hypergraph, in a fixed order, and whose 
rows consist of a smn~ary, which for our purposes indicates the set of ‘sacred’ 
nodes, and other rows (which we exclusively, from here on, call ~ws), that corre- 
spond to the edges. The rows consist of symbols, one for each column. For each 
column (node), there is a special .~yttbd, and the special symbol for a column appears 
in exactly those rows whose edge contains the node. Further, certain of the special 
symbols appear in the summary entry for their column; these symbols are also 
designated distinguished. Everywhere else, a symbol that appears nowhere else is 
placed. AH symbols that are not distinguished (including special symbols, perhaps) 
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Example 3.1. The tableau for Fig. I is shown in Fig. 2. The rows correspond to 
edges {A, B, C}, (C, D, E}, {A, E, F} and {A, C, E}, in that order. The summary is 
placed at the top, between horizontal lines. In this tableau we adopt the useful 
convention that blanks represent symbols that appear nowhere else. We show the 
special symbols explicitly, whether or not they appear more than once: these symbols 
are a, b, . . . ,f: We have assumed that nodes A and D are sacred, so symbols a and 
d are distinguished, as well as special. 
-- _- -.-.-I_ -------I_---- -_- 
a cl 
t-ig. 2. TablCiIu for hypergraphs of Fig. 1. 
We reduce tableaux by applying a mapping h from the rows to a subset of the 
rows, called the fqqo4f subset, subject to the constraints that 
(i ) If 3 row I- is in the target subset, then h(r) = c 
(2) If a symbol appears in two or more rows (in our tableaux, that symbol would 
be special and would appear in the same column in each rob), say rows rl and I’?, 
then rows h( I’, ) and It( r2) agree on that column. 
(3) 11‘ ;I row I’ has a distinguished symbol in a column, then II(I’) has the same 
symbol in that column. 
Call such a mapping II a IWW mapping Ry (2) it makes sense to treat II as mapping 
symbols to symbols as well as rows to rows. That is, we can define II(~I) to be the 
symbol appearing in the same column as II all rows ‘l(r) such that row r has symbol 
(1. The reader should consult [I] for a proof that tableaux and their row mappings 
form a finite Church-Rosser system, and that therefore there is a unique (up to 
renaming of symbols) minimal subset of rows in any tableau such that there are no 
row mappings for those rows other than the identity, and such that there exists a 
row mapping from the full set of rows to this subset. 
Tableaux as defined here are not as general as in I1 1. In particular. we can make 
311 important obstxxttion :lbout our t;lblct\us, directly from the edge removal rule 
:tnd the tkt that only spktl symt~ls ever appear in more than one row. 
Let 11 be a row mapping on the tableau for hypergraph H. We shall use h(E) in 
place of /?(I-) it‘ r is the row ~4 tableau that correspond< to edge E. Let X be a set 
01‘ hacr4 nodtts thr tf. Then detinc I)(F) to be tl-:r set of partial edges formed by 
taking Thor edges f:‘ of’ H such thitt I,( E’j ; l, i.e., rhe edges in the target of h, and 
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i only ol-ie of those 
X to be the set of 
deleting from those edges the nodes not in X that appear in 
edges. Note the resulting hypergraph may not be reduced. 
Define TR(H, X), for tnypergraph H and set of sacred nodes 
partial edges formed as follows: 
(I) Construct the tableau for H with the special symbols for the nodes of X made 
distinguished. 
(2) Reduce that tableau by finding, according to [l], a minimal set of rows that 
have o~!j: identity row mappings. By [I], this set is unique up to renaming of symbols, 
although that remlming rn:jy at times exchange special and nonspecial symbols (an 
example is Fig. I with A and C sacred). 
(3) Let 11 be a row mapping from 0-e rows of H’s tableau to its reduced version. 
Then TR( H, X) = h(H). Note that TR( If, X) will always be a reduced hypergraph, 
or we could have eliminated an additional row in the tableLtu minimization. 
Example 3.3. Continuing with Example 3.1, a minimal set of rows is the second 
and fourth, shown in Fig. 3. The desired row mapping h sends rows 1, 3, and 4 to 
4. and 2 to 2. Thus, for example, h is mapped to the nondistinguished symbol 
,\ppearing in column 2 of row 4. Note that we left that entry blank, since the 
psrticular 3) .TM appearing there is irrelevant, but a symbol does ‘exist’ there. 
- --- -__ ___ ___._--_____ 
(1 tl 
- _ _.__ ~-I_-___._-___ -__ 
i tl t’ 
(I C’ fl’ 
Fip. 3. Reduced tableau from Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3 represents the minimal set of rows, since its first row cannot map to its 
second (distinguished symbol d would be mapped to a nondistinguished symbol), 
nor can the second be mapped to the first (the same problem with 11 prevents it). 
The resulting set of partial edges is (C, D, E} for the first row and {A, C, E} for the 
second. Note that c and Y appear tGce, and a and d are distinguished, so all specia! 
symbols do yield nodes in the pcirtial edges, but a nondistinguished special symbol 
appearing only once would not cause its node to appear in a partial edge of TR( H, X ). 
An important t’act about Graham and tableau reductions is stated in the following 
lemma and theorem. 
i Note that the set of remaining edges is not necessarily unique. since we could at some time have 
two idvntical partial edges and eliminate either one hy edge removal. The lemma refers to :~ny SPt of 
remairling edges. The bet of partial edges in GR(H, A’) is, of course, unique. 
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Proof. The proof is an induction on the number of steps in the Graham reduction. 
The basis, zero steps, is trivial. Suppose that H-+ G+* I. 
Cast? 1. H --'N G, where node A is eliminated by node removal. Then A is not 
sacred, and the column for A in the tableau of H has no two symbols the same 
By the inductive hypothesis, there is a row mapping from the tableau of G t( a 
subset of its rows that corresponds to GR( H, X). Since the Graham. reductions of 
G and H are the same, and their tableaux dither only in that );I has a column of 
different symbols (none of which is distinguished) that G does not have, the same 
row mapping is legal for H. 
Case 2. H -+G, where edge E c F is deleted by edge removal. Then the row 
mapping for the tableau c-f G can legally be extended to map I? to the same row 
that F is mapped to. This row mapping serves to map H to its Graham reduction. q 
Proof. With Lemma 3.4 we know that every Graham reduction can be duplicated 
by a row mapping. We must show by induction on the number of edges in H that 
for every row mapping h, there is a sequence of Graham reduction steps that yields 
h( If). The basis, where H has only on edge, is trivial. 
For the induction, assume H has more than one edge. By [4I, we may find ;lr, 
;lrticulrrtion set 1,’ for H that breaks H into two components, one of which is a 
single edge E with Y removed. 
C’c~se I. h(E) = I?‘. Then the special symbols for the nodes in k’ are mapped to 
themselves, so we may ;LS well assllme the nodes in Y are sacred. Let G be H with 
E removed. Then 11 IS a!so ;I row mapping for C;, even if all the nodes in A’ - E u Y 
~tre sacred. Hy the inductive hypothesis, we can Graham-reduce the latter hypergraph 
to II(G). Since all of %’ was taken to be sacred, this reduction did not remove any 
of’ those nodes, and therefore the :;ame Graham reduction is valid in H and yields 
the same result with edge E added. We can use node removal to remove from E 
those nodes in E -- Y - X, which yields h(H). 
cow 2. h( E) f E. Then no node in E -- 1’ can be in .\‘. or else a distinguished 
s_vrnhoI would be mapped to a nondistinguished symbol in the row for h( E ). Thus, 
w C‘XI use node removal to delete from H all nodes in E - Y, Since Y is an 
a-ticuiation set, there is some‘ other edge F such that E (-1 F‘ - 1’. Thus we can delete 
~vh:lt remains of !! hy edge ren\c)\CiI. We now h;iive the hypcrgraph G, which is f? 
with If rernowd. t3y the inductive hypothesis, we can obt;k~ h( CT) b>s ;i Grrih;Im 
reduction. Since /I(<;) is also /I( H :, wt. are done. C-1 
Note thilt Theorem 3.5 is false for cyclic graphs. For esample, let us take edges 
{A H), (A, (‘1, { H, C} , imd {A, D}, with only I) sacred. Then the tableau reduction 
consist5 only 01 D, since ~111 edges can be mapped to (A, I>), yet al! four edges 
remain N hen Graham wduction is attempted. 
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Another fact about tableau reduction is brought out In the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. For an_v H and X, TR( H, X) is a rrode-generated sef cf edges. 
Proof. Let TR( H, X) = (N, 8), and suppose there is an erfge E of H such that E r\ ./ti” 
is not a subset of any edge in 8. Let h be the mapping from the edges of H to 8 
that performs the tableau reduction, and suppose h(E) = F. Then surely F n A" is 
in 8. 
We ci~iiiil 45 n .?l* G F n A, for the special symbol for each node in E - F is mapped 
by h to the symbol in the tableau’s row for E It follows that all edges with a node 
in E - F are also mapped to F. Hence, the columns for the nodes in E - F have 
no repeated symbol in the reduced tablectu. We may conclude from the construction 
of TR( H, X) that no symbol in E - F can be in J”. But then, E n Ns F n A', as we 
wished to prove, and E does not contradict the nods-generated condition for 
TR( H, X). as was to be proved. C 
Corollary 3.7. vi-6 is acyclic, so is TR( H, X). 
Proof. Directly from the definition of ‘acyclic’, any node-generated subset of an 
acyclic hypereyraph must itself be acyclic. Note that we could also have used Theorem 
3.5 to prove this corollary, since it is easy LO show that Graham reductions yield 
node-generated sets of edges. However, Lemma 3.6 is interesting in its own right, 
since it applies to all hypergraphs, not just acyclic ones. q 
We close this section with three simple lemmas about tableau reductions that we 
shall finrl useful later. 
Lemma 3.8. !r’X c Y, then TR( M, X) c TR! !I, Y). 
Proof. Any row mapping legal for hypergraph H when I’ is the set of sacred nodes 
will also be legal when X is the set of sacred nodes. The result immediately follows 
from the tinite Church-Rosser property of row mappings. Cl 
Lemma 3.9. Let h be u vows mapping that t-educes hypevgvaph H to TR( H, X ). If’node 
II oj H is a ttwmhev of any edge E such l/tat h( E) is an edge thal does not contaitl n, 
lhen tt dots twt appeav in TR( I I, X ). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, al? edges containing !I have their rows mapped to the row 
for /l(E). But then. in the reduced tableau there is no special symbol in the column 
for tl. Thus the construction of the hypergraph TR(H, X) will omit node n. iIl 
Lemma 3.10. !j‘ Y is art articulation set qf’hrpergvaph H, and .+’ is a component @’ H 
@et- 1’ 1 s t-etnoced, M*itlt X n . i’ I= (1, then TR(H, X ) contains no node of .,t’. 
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Proof. When reducing H with set of sacred nodes X, we can map all the edges of 
3 into any one edge that contains Y, of which there must be at least two, since Y 
is an articulation set. If this edge itself has no node in N, we are done. If it has 
nodes of J’t then it is now the only such edge. Therefore, the nodes of this edge 
that are in .)t’ do not appear in the hypergraph TR( If, X). 0 
4. Technical lemmas 
Before getting to our main results, we must provide some preparation. The first 
lemma states that certain rings of edges really do imply the hypergraph is cyclic. 
The reader should be reminded that every ring of edges does not make the hypergraph 
in question cyclic, and Fig. 1 is a canonical example, where edges {A, B, C), (C-, D, E}, 
and (A, E, F} form a ‘ring’. The problem with this ring is that there is a single edge, 
{A. CT, E), that contains three intersect:bns of edges. 
Proof. kVe shall suppose that H is the smallest counteresampls: that is, H is acyclic, 
satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma!, has 3s few edges as any counterexample, and 
has as few nodes as any counterexLlmple with the same number of edges. Then 
surely H has at least one edge, and so is not Graham-reduced. Let 1-i - G be the 
first step in reducing H. If the step i!; of type (I j, surely it is not a node of some IV, 
that was eliminated, so the same sequence of sets of nodes proves that G is a smaller 
counteresample. 
If the first step is of type (2), and no E, is eliminated, then again G is a smaller 
countc‘re!sample. 1It’ Ei c F: where F is not among the E,‘s, then let F replace E,, 
;tnd \“ct’ htill have the conditions thiit pro\‘c <; ;I stn~~llc’r ounteresample. Finally, 
il‘ E’, ‘2 fi,* then E, is a superset of iill of RI,, :V,, ,. N, and N, , I, No matter what 
distinct xtlues i and j have, there art‘ at Icast three distincL sets of nodes among 
the t&r just mentioned. so condition (b) would not have been satistied for H as 
\+c had supposed. i-; 
Proof. TO begin, we must show that 1’ ih the intersection of‘ two members of f. We 
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know that Y = E n F, where E and F are edges of TR(H, X). By Theorem 3.5, E 
and F are in GR( H, X). Surely E 5 E, and FE F, for some El and F, in 8. But 
E n F = E, n F,, since no node in El r! F, could be eliminated by Graham reduction. 
In proof, note that no such node can be eliminated by node removal as long as El 
and F, remain in the Graham reduction. But these edges remain unless one becomes 
a subset of the other. That evidently never happened, since neither E nor F can be 
subsets of the nt_her. 
Now suppose that there are two components of TR(H, X) with Y removed, say 
with sets of nodes .A’, and A’,, that are not separated when Y is removed from H. 
Tb en there exists a sequence of edges of H, E,, . . . , Ekr k 2 I, such that 
( I ) E, n A’, f i3, 
(2) E,, n&#fl, 
(3) E,n E,,, $0 for I s id, and 
(4) none of the E,‘s are in the target of h, where h is a row mapping that yields 
TR( If, X) from If. 
The situation is shown in Fig. 4. 
Gg. 4. IXagram for the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Let h( E,) = E Then F is disjoint from &. For if not, it must be disjoint from A’,. 
In proof, we observe that, by Lemma 3.6, TR(H, X) is node-generated. I!’ F were 
disjoint from neither J‘, nor .G, then these sets of nodes would not be disconnected. 
If F were disjoint from A‘,, Lemma 3.9 would apply to E, n A’,, and we would 
conclude that these nodes are not in TR( H, X ), a contradiction of (I) above. We 
conclude that F n , I’? = v). 
By Lemma 3.2, we can show by induction on i that /I( E,) = F for all i. When i = k 
we’ observe that Lemma 3.9 applies to the nodes in Ek CT Ai, implying that these 
nodes are not present in TR( H, A’) and contradicting (2) above. Thus the sequence 
of edges E,, . . . El, cannot exist 
5 Cawnical connections a,nd independent trees 
It would be nice if we c&d develop a theorem that said of cyclic hypergraphs 
that “there are two paths between any two points”, at least as long as the points in 
question were within one olock, i.e., a component with no articulation sets. The 
trouble is that we must be very careful what we mean by ‘paths’. For example, in 
the acyclic bypcrgraph sho an in Fig. 5, there appear to be two distinct paths between 
nodes A afld F, since we may eliminate either the second or the third of these edges. 
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Fig. 5. Acyclic hypergraph with two apparent paths between nodes. 
Rather than try to modify the definition of ‘path’, we have chosen to rely on the 
notion that acyclic graphs (and hypergraphs) really look like trees; there is a unique 
way to get between points. In cyclic graphs, on the other hand, we may pick a 
spanning tree, but then there is always some other way to get between at least one 
pair of nodes. Thus we shall develop the notion of ‘canonical connections’ in 
hypergraphs, which correspond to the paths along trees. For the example above, all 
four edges will be in the canonical connection. We shall also develop the notion of 
an ‘independent path’, which is a path that takes you outside the canonical con- 
nection. 
Let H = (A; 6) be a hypergraph Lnd X G . V. The canonical connection for X in 
H ic simply TR(H, X). We denote this canonical connection by CC,(X), or just 
CC(X) if H is understood. The canonical connection is intended, at least in the 
case that H is acyclic, to be the natural set of partial edges with which to link the 
nodes in X. 
t-is. 5. An indq3endent tree. 
We ;nay also think about ;i tree T that links sets of nodes of H. In T, the nodes 
are sets of nodes of H, and the edges are pairs of sets of nodes of H that are 
contained within one edge of H. We shall call the nodes and edges of T F~H HO&S 
and me e+es. We also wish to have in our definition of such trees a condition of 
minimality, which we shall phrase by requiring that no three tree nodes be contained 
within one edge of H. 
ikiore form&, let us dcfinc ;i cw?m~c~ting fret to be ;i co~lcctron of s;ts of nodeh 
{N,, . . . , N,} together with it tree structure on these sets, that is, ;I set of k - I pair:: 
(A’,. N,) such that, if the N,‘s were nodes and these pairs were edges, the resulting 
(orxiinary) graph would be ;m undirected, unrootcd tree. This connecting tree is said 
to be $~r the collection 01’ sets of nodes at it5 leaxs. 
A connecting tree T for { RI,, . . . , N,,} is said to be an ~I~~~~vJ&vJ~ IW~’ if some 
tree node of T (treated ah ;I set of nodes of H 1 is not wholl> contained within the 
\ct of nodes of the hyptxgraph CC), cU:’ , W, ). 
Example 5.1. Let H be the hypergraph with edges (A, B, C’), { C, D, E} and (A, E F}, 
th:it i4, the hyperpraph of Fig. 1 with edge (A, C, E} removed. Let .X = i.4, C} be 
the set of sacred nodes. Then CC_‘{ A’) consists of the single partial edge {.A, C’), since 
there iy ;i roti mapping of all rows to the row f‘or edge {A, H, C). and t’rom that row 
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we need not take node B, because it ;; not sacred and its special symbol appears 
only once in the reduced tableau. 
However, the collection of sets of nodes {{ A}, {E}, {C)} forms an ‘ndependent 
tree with the simple structure shown in Fig. 6. The edges of H that supply the 
required tree edges are (A, E, F) and (C’, D, E}, of course. The tree is independent 
because one of its sets, namely (E), is not contained witnin the canonical connection. 
Note that also though the sets of nodes of H in Fig. 6 are all singletons, there is 
no requirement that ihey be so. 
Note that if our hypergraph were the acyclic one of Fig. I, then Fig. 6 would not 
represent an independent tree. The reason is that the edge (A, C, E} would contain 
three of the sets of nodes on the tree. 
A connecting tree in the form of a single path (no node of the tree is in more 
than two edges of the tree) is called a connecting path, and an independent tree that 
is a connecting path is called an independent path. Note that each independent path 
connects two sets of nodes, each of which is contained in an edge of the hypergraph 
(perhaps the same edge). Another useful observation about any connecting path 
N I,*-*, ,+I,* is that it is possible that IV2 G N, or that N,. , G IV,,, but no other 
contaimment rerdt&n&ips can hold, or else three sets are contained in one edge. 
The nexl lemma points out that we can restrict our attention from independent trees 
to independent paths. 
Lemma 5.2. !f‘ there is some roblection qf sets of nodes N,, . . . , N, jbr which a!1 
independent tree T exists, then fbr the hame $vpergraph H there is a pair qf sets qf 
nodes jbr which at1 independent path exists in H. 
Proof. The tree T must have a pair of leatIes, say N, and N,, such that on the path 
in T between these leaves the tree node N occI:rs, and N is not contained within 
CC(CJ; , N,). By Lemma 3.8, CC( N, u N,)c_ CCCIJ; , N,). Thus the path in T 
between N, and N, is an independent path, containing the node N that is not 
contained in CCf N, u NJ El 
6. The main theorem 
Theorem 6.1. A hypergraph H is ac?4ic if and only* ij’jbr no pair of sets of nodes of 
H, say N and M, there is an irldependent path. 
Proof. ‘O~!Y I:/‘: We perform an induction on the number of edges in CC( N u M) 
to show that if H is acyclic and has an independent path, a contradiction results. 
Basis: One edge. Let the edge in the canonical connection be E, and let N = 
N,, -. . , Nk = M be the independent path. Surely k 3 3, since N and A4 are each 
contained in E, and some Nj must not be. By the definition of an independent path, 
no three of the sets of nodes are contained in a single edgt-. Thus Lemmz 4.1 
immediately implies that H is cyclic, a contradiction. 
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Induction: Suppose H has more than one edge. Then CC( N u M) must have an 
articulation set Y. Let JV, and & be two sets of nodes in CC( N u M) that exclude 
Y and are disconnected when Y is removed. (A”, and/or ,n(“, may themselves consist 
of several connected subsets.) Fig. 6 illustrates the configuration, including the 
positions of certain sets of nodes that we shall deduce shortly. 
Assume without loss of generality that IV includes a node of &. Then surely N 
includes no node of J&, or Jlr, and JQ would not be disconnected. Similarly, M 
cannot contain nodes from both JV, and & If M were wholly contained within 
A”,, then by Lemma 3.10, .X2 would be empty. We conclude that N and M are on 
different sides of Y, as shown in Fig. 7, although either could, in principle, 
intersect Y. 
Fig. 7. Diagram for the ‘only if’ part of Theorem 6.1. 
Thus, the independent path N = ZV,, . . . , I$ = M includes nodes of both XI and 
&. There must therefore be some i for which NI G Y, as if not, A’, and A‘, would 
be connected by whatever edge contained NP , and N,,, where N,, is the first set 
along the path to contain a node in X2. 
Suppose without loss of generality that a set N, not contained in CC( N u M) is 
found between N and N, along the path, as suggested by Fig. 7. Further, let i be 
the smallest subscript greater thanj such that N, E Y, and let I be the largest subscript 
less than j for which N1 cr: Y, or I= 1 if there is no such. By Lemma 3.9, since the 
nodes of N, u N, are present in TR( If, N u AI), the row mapping that effects the 
reduction must not map the special symbol for any node in IV, u N, to another 
symbol. Thus these nodes may as well have been distinguished. That is, 
TRW, NLJM)=TR(H, Nuhh_~N,u N,). 
Thus, by Lemma 3.5, TR( H, N, u N,) consists of a subset of the nodes of TR( N u 
!V). By our selection of i, j and 1, the portion of the independent path from N to 
M that lies bettieen IV, and N, is an independent path for those two sets of nodes, 
as IV, is surely not contained with CC( N; u N,). As N, u NI c .t‘,, CC( N, L; N,) has 
no node of ,A’_, i?y Lemma 3. IO. We conclude that the pair of sets of nodes N, and 
NI has a smaller canonical c-onnection than N and M. The inductive hypothesis 
applies to them, contradicting the existence of the independent path for them and 
proving the induction. 
’ (1“: Suppose not. and let H be a smallest counteresample, that is, a cyclic 
hvpergraph in which there are no independent paths. By Lemma 2. IO we may assume 
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H has no articulation sets at all, because if Y were an articulation set, and any of 
the components of H that result when Y is removed had an independent path, say 
between N and M, the canonical connection between IV and M would be the same 
in If, and an independent path in a component is easily seen to be independent in H. 
Let F and G be two edges (of H such that X = F n G is maximal, that is, no 
intersection of edges of H properly includes X. Since H has no articulation sets, 
it remains connected when X is removed. That is, there is some sequence of two 
or more sets of nodes, M,, . . . , A&., such that 
(I) M, = F-X, 
(2) &=G-X,and 
(3) for each i, I s i < k, there is an edge Ei that contains Mi *d Mi+I. Note that E, 
may be F and Mz a subset of M,, and a similar statement holds about EL-- I. 
The arrangement is shown ia Fig. 8. 
Fig. 8. Diiagtam for ‘if part of Theorem 6. I. 
Consider the canonical con;?ection between F - X and X, that is, TR(H, F). 1~ is 
easy to see that a tableau mapping of all rows to F is legal, so this canonical 
connection consists of exactly the edge E We claim that the sequence of sets 
M,, . . . , A&. X is an independent path from M, = F-X to X. Since it surely has 
a set n/l, = G - X not contained !Nithin (or even intersecting) the cannonical connec- 
tion, we have only to prove that no edge of H contains three of the sets. 
We shall show by induction on k that whenever there are, in I-I, edges F and G, 
with F n G = X, X maximal, and a sequence of nonempty sets of nodes MI,. . . , A& 
.X such that MI C_ F, Mk C_ G, and there is an edge Ei containing M, and Mi+ 1 for 
I d i < k, then either no edge of tJ contains three of the sets, or there is a shorter 
sequence of sets, perhaps between different F and G, but with a!! the above 
qualifications, forming an independnt path between the first and last sets in the path. 
Basis: k = 2. Then any edge containing ‘three of the sets would have to contain 
M,, n/l, and X. The intersection of this edge with F would be a proper superset of 
X, vklating the maximality of X. Thus, when k = 2, then given path is surely an 
independent path between M, and X. 
hducrion: Suppose k > 2, and there is an edge E containing three of the sets. If 
none of these three sets are X, or if they are X, Mi and.Mj, for i <j - 1, then we 
can surely eliminate one or more sets from the path and invoke the inductive 
hypothesis to claim that there is a shorter independent path in H. 
The onI!-) other possibility is that E contains X, M, and AI,+., for some i. If i> I, 
let E replace F and let the sequence of sets begin with Mi+ 1. If i = 1, let E replace 
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F and begin the sequence at Mz. Again we may invoke the inductive hypothesis to 
prove there is an independent path shorter than MI,. . . , Mk, X. q 
Corollary 6.2. A hypergraph is acyclic if and only if it has no independent trees. 
Proof. The proof immediately follows from Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 5.2. 0 
7. Conclusions 
The result in Theorem 6.1 is a statement of the way in which the proper definition 
of ‘acyclic hypergraph’ allows us to generalize the theorem about (nantrivial) 
ordinary graphs that the absence of articulation points is equivalent o the existence 
of ronunique paths between some sets of points. 
There is also an important interpretation in database theory. In [6] there appears 
the notion that queries over a universal relation are answered by joining all the 
‘objects’ (in essence, relations) in the database and applying the query to the join. 
Objects are sets of ‘attributes’, and we can construct a hypergraph that represents 
the structure of the universal relation by letting the nodes be attributes and the 
edges be the objects. Fagin et al. [6] provide the motivation. 
When the query is of a type that can be represented by a tableau, as many are, 
tableau minimization can then be applied to the resulting query. The effect of this 
tableau minimization is to transform the query into one on the join of those objects 
that are in the canonical connection of those attributes that are mentioned in the 
query explicitly. In this world, the interpretation of Theoretn 6.1 is that universal 
relations whose objects form an acyclic hypergraph are exactly those for which the 
set of objects connecting any set of attributes can be uniquely defined.’ 
Put another way, for sets of objects forming acyclic hypergraphs, and only for 
these, is there the assurance that the above interpretation of queries about the 
universal relation will connect attributes in exactly the way the objects connect 
them. This observation is a strong argument for using universal relation semantics 
when the structure of the universal relation can be described adequately by an 
acyclic set of objects, but it is a warning that the straightforward implementation 
ofqueries will not work when the underlying structure is cyclic: then some additional 
semantics, such as proposed in [8], must be applied. 
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